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Introduction:
Gender studies have been a pivotal area of learning and research in universities, educational
institutions and social organizations. Gender based equality has become an essential objective
behind various social and cultural movements in different parts of the world. The nature of
gender issues may vary from community to community but the concern behind remains the
same. The social association for gender sensitivity has a long history. But its core objective of
exerting equality among social segments remains undone. Therefore a wider, comprehensive
deliberation has been essentially expected.Actually gender doesn’t mean just a biologically
based distinction as man and woman but as WHO refers it is all about socially constructed
roles, behaviors, activities, and attributes that a given society considers appropriate for men
and women. Internal Quality Assurance Cell of KKM College,Manwath organizes this
webinar to elaborate further discussions.
I have a great deal of pleasure in welcoming Prof Dr Rakesh Chandra sir from Luckhnow
University for gracing his valuable presence to inaugurate the webinar and deliver key note
address.
Being an organizer, I would like to state the objectives behind hosting the event.
1) To know what are the sensitive needs of gender.
2) To investigate, interrogate and explain the realities.
3) To explore the gender based equality in the present social conditions.
4) To think, examine and decide over the socio-cultural and gender based issues.
5) To initiate a deliberation over the issues which have been rarely discussed or studied.
6) To compare and contrast the fact based reasons behind gender inequality in the world.
7) To comprehend the unequal power relations between men and women.
8) To elaborate the possibilities to create gender-friendly atmosphere at working places,

We have begun to raise our daughters more like sons. But few have the courage to
raise our sons more like our daughters.
Gloria Steinem

